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Claimant represented by Mr. Thomas Mickel, Attorney at Law, Conway, Arkansas.

Respondents No. 1 represented by Ms. Carol Lockard Worley, Attorney at Law, Little Rock,
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Respondent No. 2, represented by Mr. David Simmons, Attorney at Law, Little Rock,
Arkansas, excused from participation.

Respondent No. 3, represented by Ms. Christy King, Attorney at Law, Little Rock,
Arkansas, excused from participation.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On October 14, 2008, the above-captioned claim was heard in Little Rock,

Arkansas.  A prehearing conference took place on August 18, 2008.  A prehearing order

entered that same day pursuant to the conference was admitted without objection as

Commission Exhibit 1.  At the hearing, the parties confirmed that the stipulations, issues,

and respective contentions, as amended, were properly set forth in the order.
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Stipulations

At the hearing, the parties discussed the stipulations set forth in Commission Exhibit

1.  They are the following four, which I accept:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The employee/employer/carrier relationship existed on May 9, 2003, when

Claimant sustained compensable injuries to several body parts.

3. At the time of the Claimant’s injury, his average weekly wage of $468.15

entitled him to temporary total disability benefits in the amount of $312.00

per week and permanent partial disability benefits in the amount of $234.00

per week.

4. Claimant has been assigned ratings as follows:  ten percent (10%) to the

right wrist; two percent (2%) to the body as a whole for his right hip; two

percent (2%) to the body as a whole for his ventral hernia; two percent (2%)

to the body as a whole for his partial larynx obstruction; and forty-three

percent (43%) to his left wrist.  All of these ratings have been accepted and

are being paid by Respondent carrier.

Issue

At the hearing, the parties discussed the issue set forth in Commission Exhibit 1.

That issue is the following:

1. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional medical treatment in the form of

an MRI or other similar diagnostic study for the lumbar spine.
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Contentions

Respondents No. 1 expanded its contentions at the hearing.  The respective

contentions of the parties now read:

Claimant:

1. Claimant contends that as a result of extensive injuries he sustained to his

lips, pelvis, and areas near his low back in his admittedly compensable

vehicle accident in 2001, he is in need of an MRI or similar radiological study

on his lumbar spine to rule out work-related trauma to the spine sustained in

his injury.  Claimant has had a previous MRI in 2005 and in 2002, but after

the 2005 MRI, Claimant sustained a gun shot wound which may result in a

need for a diagnostic study other than an MRI.  Claimant contends this test

is needed to rule in or rule out a problem with his lumbar spine arising from

his compensable injury, and that Claimant is entitled to said test as

designated by his authorized treating physicians.

Respondents No. 1:

1. Respondents contend that all appropriate benefits have been paid with

regard to Mr. Yant’s compensable injuries.  It is Respondents’ position that

he is not entitled to medical treatment associated with the lower back injury,

as there are no objective findings to support one nor is there documentation

indicating a lower back injury as a result of the injury in question.

2. Respondents further contend that Claimant has already had diagnostic tests

for his lumbar spine, and that those tests showed degenerative problems.

Dr. Scott Schlesinger has already identified those and has indicated that
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those preexisted Claimant’s injury of May 9, 2003.  Dr. Barry Baskin is the

one who originally recommended the MRI, and his reports are in evidence.

His most recent report of August 5, 2008, indicates that in his opinion no

further work-up is indicated for Claimant’s lumbar spine.

3. Respondents further contend that if Claimant’s June 2006 gunshot wound

is the basis for his need for additional diagnostic testing, the gunshot

constitutes an independent intervening cause.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

After reviewing the record as a whole, including medical reports, documents, and

other matters properly before the Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the

testimony of the Claimant/witness and to observe his demeanor, I hereby make the

following findings of fact and conclusions of law in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-

704 (Repl. 2002):

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The stipulations set forth above are reasonable and are hereby accepted.

3. Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he is

entitled to an MRI or other diagnostic procedure on his lumbar spine.

CASE IN CHIEF

Summary of Evidence

Claimant was the sole witness at the hearing.
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In addition to the prehearing order discussed above, the exhibits admitted into

evidence in this case consist of the following:  Claimant’s Exhibit 1, some of his medical

records, consisting of one index page and four pages (the number of the first page was

omitted) thereafter; and Respondents No. 1 Exhibit 1, a compilation of Claimant’s medical

records, consisting of two index pages and 42 numbered pages thereafter.

Testimony

Rudolph Yant.  Claimant testified that he is 66 years old.  He was employed as a

copier technician for Respondent Digital Partners of Arkansas, Inc.  One of his job duties

was to travel to different places to service copiers.  On May 9, 2003, while working for

Respondent Digital, he was involved in a head-on collision on Highway 65 north of

Conway.  He suffered a closed-head injury and had to undergo a tracheotomy.  Both of his

femurs were broken.  His liver was lacerated.  In addition, his right hand was broken, his

left was injured, and he sustained tendon damage.

His testimony was that since the accident, he has had a right-sided limp, which has

gotten worse.  Claimant has also had low back pain in the form of an ache.  This condition

has worsened as well.  Prior to the accident, he never had low back problems to a degree

requiring treatment from a doctor.  Now, however, he has trouble straightening up from a

lying or sitting position.  He stated that Dr. Scott Schlesinger saw him one time for his back

in January 2005.  Thereafter, Christy Russell, the adjustor with Respondent AIG,

scheduled him twice to see Schlesinger again, but those appointments were cancelled in

lieu of addressing other of his physical problems first.  The plan to have him return to Dr.

Schlesinger was never brought up again.
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Claimant received a change of physician to Dr. Barry Baskin to address his back,

among other problems, and he saw Baskin a few times.  But AIG has refused to cover any

further evaluation on his back beyond seeing Baskin.

He testified that since the accident, he was shot by a robber.  He indicated at the

hearing that the bullet entered about four inches below his left armpit and to the rear.  The

bullet is still in his body.  However, he stated that the wound did not cause his back

symptoms to change in any way.  The presence of the bullet means that Claimant is

unable to undergo an MRI; for that reason, he testified that he wishes to undergo a

myelogram or another procedure deemed safe by the doctor in order to diagnose his low

back problem.

When questioned by Respondents No. 1, Claimant testified that he has seen a

number of doctors since the accident.  He stated that, despite Dr. Schlesinger’s note

reflecting that Claimant returned to him, he only saw the doctor one time.  Claimant

underwent an MRI in January 2005.  Asked about previous back problems, Claimant stated

that he incurred a sciatic nerve condition in 2002 from a chair collapsing beneath him.  But

he denied having back pain as a result.  Dr. Baskin, whom he is seeing currently, is only

treating him for his other physical ailments.

In follow-up questioning from his attorney, Claimant stated that he was unable to

walk three days after the 2002 chair collapse.  But within a few days to a week, the

condition went away and he did not have any further trouble with it.  He stated that the

sciatic nerve pain was in his left hip and went to his ankle, as opposed to the location of

his current back pain, which is in “the dead center” of his back.  He added that the two
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pains feel different as well.  His back pain does not radiate into his legs.  While he stated

that he suffers from right hip pain, he was unsure if this is related to his back condition.

When questioned by me, Claimant testified that he was shot with a .32 caliber

revolver.

Records

The medical records of Claimant that were introduced at the hearing and are part

of Claimant’s Exhibit 1 and Respondents’ Exhibit 1 reflect the following:

Claimant’s Exhibit 1.  Claimant underwent an MRI of his lumbar spine on January

12, 2005 that revealed a small posterior annular tear and minimal relative canal stenosis

at L4-5, a broad-based posterior disc bulge at L5-S1, and with mild degenerative disc

disease at L2-3, L3-4, L4-5 and L5-S1.

He saw Dr. Baskin on May 22, 2008.  Baskin expressed a desire for Claimant to

undergo another lumbar spine MRI, but was concerned that a bullet fragment lying close

to his abdominal aorta could pose a danger.  He felt a radiologist should evaluate whether

an MRI would cause a problem in light of the fragment.  Baskin noted that Claimant was

still having pain in the low back, hips and buttock (which one is not specified).  The doctor

also stated that Claimant had bilateral hip avascular necrosis.

Respondents’ Exhibit 1.  Dr. Schlesinger on January 12, 2005 wrote that Claimant

“was back today and continues with back pain.”  Schlesinger added that the MRI taken that

day showed only degenerative changes at L4-5 and L5-S1 along with mild lateral recess

narrowing on the right.  He stated that “[t]hese findings look longstanding and looking back

over his records from 2002, I believe they pre-existed.  I believe that the work injury merely

aggravated his underlying lumbar degenerative disc disease.”  Dr. Schlesinger opined that
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no surgical remedy existed for the back condition, and that only epidural steroid injections

might help.

On July 27, 2006, at the request of Nurse Case Manager Carolyn Waggoner of

CompChoice, Dr. Scott Carle with Concentra Medical Center performed an independent

medical evaluation of Claimant.  The history reflects in addition to the conditions recounted

in his testimony, Claimant also suffered a collapsed lung in the wreck.  The IME report

reflects that he showed increased low back pain with extension, but no evidence of

involuntary muscle spasm involving the lumbar spine.  Claimant reported having a problem

with prolonged walking.  December 1, 2004 lumbar x-rays showed large osteophyte spurs

from T11 through L4, small osteophyte spurs anteriorly at L5-S1, with disc space narrowing

at L3-4 and L4-5.  The report reflects that Dr. Schlesinger’s notes show that he saw

Claimant on January 5, 2005 for an initial evaluation and then on return on January 12,

2005.  Carle’s diagnostic impression of Claimant’s lumbar spine was that he had multilevel

degenerative disc disease that was ideopathic, exacerbated by symptoms only, with no

measurable aggravation, fracture, intervertebral segment integrity or radiculopathy changes

noted.

Claimant underwent an evaluation by Dr. Baskin on October 8, 2007.  He was noted

to present with low back pain with straight leg raising.  His lumbar spine x-rays showed

multilevel degenerative changes with “exuberant” anterior lateral spurring throughout this

area.  He assessed him as having multilevel degenerative changes in his lumbar spine.

Dr. Baskin saw Claimant again on June 26, 2008.  His notes reflect that the

radiologist opined that an MRI would not be advisable due to the proximity of the bullet

fragment to the abdominal aorta.  Baskin stated that he had hoped an MRI would be useful
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to better evaluate Claimant’s lumbar spine, but that now he was looking at the possibility

of a myelogram and a post-myelogram CT scan.  Claimant was still presenting with pain

in his hips, back, and down his legs.  Baskin’s impression was of “[l]umbar spine pain

questionably with radicular symptoms,” and his plan was to seek approval of a CT

myelogram.

However, this changed on August 5, 2008.  Dr. Baskin wrote Christy Russell of AIG

a letter that reads in pertinent part:

I am in receipt of your faxed letter today, 8/5/08, requesting information on
Mr. Yant.  I have reviewed the MRI of the lumbar spine that was done
1/12/05.  This study was done 20 months after the injury for which Mr. Yant
is still receiving treatment.  This scan shows multilevel degenerative disc
changes.  There is a small posterior annular tear at L4-5.  No significant
interval change compared to the previous study of 4/25/02.  There is minimal
relative central canal stenosis at L4-5.

Based on review of this MRI and its comparison study of 4/25/02, it appears
that Mr. Yant has had preexisting degenerative disc problems.  There is
nothing new that developed in the interval between his previous study of 4/02
and the subsequent study of 1/05.  This would indicate his problems are
more degenerative in nature with regards to his spine and he has not
sustained any new spinal injuries.

Based on this information, which I did not have when I was requesting a new
MRI or a CT myelogram in place of an MRI, I would now be of the opinion
that further workup of the spine with regards to Mr. Yant’s work injuries of
5/9/03 are not indicated.

ADJUDICATION

Respondents No. 1 accepted this claim as compensable and have paid for the

treatment of numerous injuries Claimant sustained in the May 9, 2003 vehicle accident.

While Claimant contends that he is entitled to an MRI or a similar radiological study of his

lumbar spine to rule out work-related trauma in connection with the collision, Respondents

No. 1 dispute that he is entitled to such a procedure.  However, they have not argued that
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Claimant did not sustain a compensable injury to his low back, so that will not be

addressed.

Arkansas Code Annotated Section 11-9-508(a) provides that an employer shall

provide for an injured employee such medical treatment as may be necessary in

connection with the injury received by the employee.  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Brown, 82

Ark. App. 600, 120 S.W.3d 153 (2003).  But employers are liable only for such treatment

and services as are deemed necessary for the treatment of the claimant’s injuries.

DeBoard v. Colson Co., 20 Ark. App. 166, 725 S.W.2d 857 (1987).  The claimant must

prove by a preponderance of the evidence that medical treatment is reasonable and

necessary for the treatment of a compensable injury.  Brown, supra; Geo Specialty Chem.

v. Clingan, 69 Ark. App. 369, 13 S.W.3d 218 (2000).  What constitutes reasonable and

necessary medical treatment is a question of fact for the Commission.  White Consolidated

Indus. v. Galloway, 74 Ark. App. 13, 45 S.W.3d 396 (2001); Wackenhut Corp. v. Jones,

73 Ark. App. 158, 40 S.W.3d 333 (2001).  There must be a causal connection between the

maladies for which Claimant is seeking treatment and the compensable injury.  See

Williams v. L&W Janitorial, Inc., 85 Ark. App. 1, 145 S.W.3d 383 (2004); Murphy v. Wal-

Mart Stores, Inc., 2003 AWCC 41 (Full Commission Opinion filed March 4, 2003).  “Medical

treatments which are required so as to stabilize or maintain an injured worker are the

responsibility of the employer.”  Artex Hydrophonics, Inc. v. Pippin, 8 Ark. App. 200, 649

S.W.2d 845 (1983).

The determination of a witness’ credibility and how much weight to accord to that

person’s testimony are solely up to the Commission.  White v. Gregg Agricultural Ent., 72

Ark. App. 309, 37 S.W.3d 649 (2001).  The Commission must sort through conflicting
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evidence and determine the true facts.  Id.  In so doing, the Commission is not required to

believe the testimony of the claimant or any other witness, but may accept and translate

into findings of fact only those portions of the testimony that it deems worthy of belief.  Id.

Claimant testified that since the accident, he has had an aching pain in his low back,

and that the condition has grown worse.  He stated that he now has trouble straightening

up from a lying or sitting position.  Asked about a 2002 incident, Claimant testified that he

recovered on his own from a chair collapse that he stated caused only sciatic pain and no

low back injury.  He asserted that the pain from the respective injuries were in different

locations and felt different.

However, his testimony does not comport with the medical evidence.  First, contrary

to his statement that he only saw Dr. Schlesinger one time, the records cited by Dr. Carle

in his IME report reflect that Claimant saw Schlesinger on both January 5 and 12, 2005.

Moreover, while Claimant has sought to differentiate his post-2003 accident back condition

from his condition following the 2002 incident, comparison of his April 25, 2002 MRI with

the one performed on January 12, 2005 led Dr. Baskin to opine that his problems at the

time of the second study are more degenerative in nature, and that he had not sustained

any new spinal injuries.  This opinion is seconded by Dr. Schlesinger, who reviewed

Claimant’s 2002 records and determined that his condition was a pre-existing one and

entirely degenerative in nature.  He attributed Claimant’s pain to the 2005 accident

aggravating the lumbar degenerative disc disease.  Dr. Carle similarly believed that

Claimant had multilevel ideopathic degenerative disc disease that had been exacerbated

but which reflected no measurable changes.
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It is important to note that Dr. Baskin was the only physician recommending further

diagnostic study of Claimant’s lumbar spine, and that he has retreated from this

recommendation after reviewing his pre and post-accident MRIs:  “I would now be of the

opinion that further workup of the spine with regards to Mr. Yant’s work injuries of

5/9/03 are not indicated.”  (Emphasis supplied)  The Commission is authorized to accept

or reject a medical opinion and is authorized to determine its medical soundness and

probative value.  Poulan Weed Eater v. Marshall, 79 Ark. App. 129, 84 S.W.3d 878 (2002);

Green Bay Packing v. Bartlett, 67 Ark. App. 332, 999 S.W.2d 692 (1999).  I credit the

opinions of Drs. Baskin, Carle and Schlesinger that Claimant’s low back problem is a pre-

existing one, and the opinion of Baskin that further diagnostic procedures are not

warranted.

Claimant does not have to provide objective medical evidence of his need for

treatment.  Castleberry v. Elite Lamp Co., 69 Ark. App. 359, 13 S.W.3d 211 (2000).  But

he does have the onus of proving that he is entitled to treatment.  In light of the foregoing,

I cannot find that he has met his burden without resorting to speculation and conjecture,

which I am not permitted to do.  See Dena Construction Co. v. Herndon, 264 Ark. 791, 796,

575 S.W.2d 155 (1979).  Hence, Claimant has not proven his entitlement to an MRI or

other diagnostic procedure on his lumbar spine.

CONCLUSION

Based on the findings of fact and conclusions of law set forth above, Claimant’s

claim must be, and hereby is, denied and dismissed.
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IT IS SO ORDERED.

________________________________
Hon. O. Milton Fine II
Administrative Law Judge


